
Swimming Pool / SPA 
 
SUMMARY OF WORK: 

 
Swimming Pool: Provide an outdoor Pool and SPA. Decking as an alternate bid. 
 
Add Alternates: 
 

1. Concrete decking provided and installed by Pool Builder. At a minimum in base 
bid, Pool builder to provide and install deckodrains with coordination with GC 
plumber and GC concrete sub, if pool builder does not pour decking. 

 
GENERAL: 

 Standards & Codes: Comply with the current edition of applicable governing 
building, state and local codes, structural, mechanical and electrical codes and 
health regulations. All work to be done in accordance with the Association of Pool and 
SPA Professionals 
specifications as well as all applicable city and county codes. 

 Comply with the current edition of the Model Aquatic Health Code (MAHC). 
 Signage: Provide and install regulatory pool signage, safety and “No Diving” 

signage. 
 Provide GC with safety manual for their records on jobsite 
 Provide fire extinguisher, first aid and water cooler for your company 
 Wear safety glasses, hard hats and safety vests for all workers on site. 
 Insurance and taxes per specifications and GC agreement 

 
DESIGN: 

 Provide shop drawings for pool and SPA showing precast coping and depth marker. 
Provide dimensions. Show ladders, skimmers, tile and plaster selections and other 
pertinent information to be approved prior to construction  

 Provide all equipment cut sheets for approval. 
 See specification for submittal requirements 
 Permits – verify if permits are required for any pool portion or covered under GC : 

 
POOL SPECIFICATIONS: 

 Size/perimeter/Area  Per plan  
 Perimeter:   Per plan  
 Area:     Per plan 
 Depth:     3’-6” sloped to 4’-6” 
 Steps:     Yes  

 
1. Pool Designs: Mechanical and structural engineers or a qualified swimming 

pool design / build provider and project team consultant develops the 
mechanical operation system and pool structural design. 



 
2. Maximum Pool Depth: 1.5 m (5 ft.) 
3. Minimum Pool Depth: 1.0 m (3'-4") 
4. Maximum Slope of Pool Bottom: 1 to 12 
5. Pool Entry: Provide a walk-in / stepped entry with accessible compliant 

handrails at primary access point for guest arrival at pool, at the shallow end of 
pool, with additional stairs or ladders every 23 m (75 ft.) around pool 
perimeter. Include railings on both sides of stairs or a central handrail at small 
stairs. 

6. Steps: Provide 5 cm (2 inch) slip resistant edge, contrasting in color on vertical 
and horizontal nose of each pool step and bench. 

7. Accessibility: See governing accessibility requirements. Provide a permanent 
transfer lift at each pool and SPA. See ADA for additional pool access criteria. 

8. Coping: Provide a continuous bullnose concrete precast coping band at the 
pool edge – color to be selected. Provide deckoseal elastomeric sealant in ½ 
“joint between pool and decking 

9. Skimmers: NSF approved, 
10. Quantity: 2 minimums; 1 for every 38 to 45 m² (400 to 500 sq. ft.) of water 

surface, typical. 
11. Covers: Provide cover to match pool deck to conceal skimmer cover. 
12. Equalizer Lines: Design in compliance with the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool 

and Spa Safety Act. 
13. Return Inlets: Quantity, size and spacing is dependent on occupancy load, 

pool volume, turnover rates and governing codes. 
14.  

• Typically, locate at 4.5 m (15 ft.) intervals along the pool perimeter wall. 
• Sidewall inlets  
• Place to maximize water recirculation and allow for ease of future  

a. maintenance. 
15. Lighting: Provide underwater lights by energy efficient LED lights.  

 
SPA SPECIFICATIONS:  

 Size:      Per plan  
 Not Raised:    Flush with deck 
 SPA Light:    Design and provide on shop drawings 
 Jets    Design and provide on shop drawings 

 

Pool/SPA Plumbing: 

 Skimmers:   Design and provide on shop drawings  
 Main Drains:   Design and provide on shop drawings  
 Directional Returns:   Design and provide on shop drawings  

 
 

1. Heating: Include heating equipment to maintain 40º C (104º F) water 
temperature with an in-line thermometer graded in 1º C (2º F) intervals 
installed in the filter room between the filter and heater. 

2. Equipment: Locate SPA mechanical equipment in a designated, programmed 
room unless otherwise approved by the Owner and accepted by MI 



3. Pumps: Provide separate pumps for circulation and jet supply. Equip pumps 
with programmable, variable frequency drives (VFD) for energy savings. 

4. Suction Outlets: To avoid entrapment install suction outlets in compliance with 
the U.S. Pool Safety Act  

5. Decorative Fittings & Nozzles: Provide plastic composite or stainless steel, 
corrosion resistant metal or bronze plumbing fittings and nozzles. 

6. Air Injector: Install for jet action during SPA use. 
7. Jet Timer: Provide a 15-minute time switch to permit users to activate SPA 

jets. If air blower is provided, interlock timer with air blower and jet pump. 
Locate timer so that the SPA user is required to exit the pool to reactivate. 

8. Stop Button: Provide emergency stop button adjacent to jet timer, interlocked 
to the SPA pump and jet pump. 

 

EXCAVATION: 

 Rock excavation:  Spoils to be kept at site, coordinate with GC  
 Site Clean Up for pool work: Included by Pool Builder 
 

 FORM & REBAR: 

 Forms:    Included by pool Builder 
 Rebar:    [#4] steel rebar spaced at 9” centers. 

 

PLUMBING: 

 Equipment hook-ups:   
 Pool/SPA Piping All plumbing will be schedule 40 PVC,  

see pool equipment for plumbing list 

   
1. Pipes and Fittings: Provide Schedule 40 PVC for pools and SPAs. 
2. Fresh Water Supply: Copper or CPVC Schedule 80 
3. Heater Supply and Return: Copper or CPVC Schedule 80 
4. Pipe Size: Do not exceed flow velocities required by codes and the following: 
5. Velocity through open area of return: not to exceed 3 m / sec. (10 ft. / sec.) 
6. Velocity through suction lines: not to exceed 1.8 m / sec. (6 ft. / sec.) 
7. Underground Pipe: Solvent welded connection only. Threaded or flanged 

connection are not permitted. 
8. Testing: Prior to shotcrete, provide pressure on plumbing line and pressure 

test a minimum of 25 PSI for duration of project, until plastering. 
 

ELECTRICAL: 

 Includes all circuit breakers and GFI required for pool equipment and prevent-a-freeze 
Switch 

 Installation of underwater lights, controller, starters, breakers and pool equipment. 
 Protection: GFCI 
 Circuit: Emergency 



 Bonding by Electric Codes. 
  

GUNITE or SHOTCRETE: 

The Gunite/Shotcrete wall thickness will be a minimum of [12”] thick throughout the shell structure. 
Optima Pools will use only the highest quality concrete and reinforcing steel, which meets or 
exceeds all expected area standards. 

 4000 PSI Dry Gunite (28 day), water and quality controlled at job site. 
 5000 PSI Shotcrete (28 day),  
 Minimum floor and wall thickness of 12” (12” thick of bond beam)  

 
1. Verify with soils report 
2. Verify shell design with Structural (Shop drawing approval) 
3. Verify if gravel is needed at bottom of pool (Shop drawing approval) 

 

TILE, STONE AND COPING: 

 Tile:    3x3 tile, NPT Pacific or approved equal 
 Accent Tile:   CPT A4200 nosing, 1x1 for accent 
 Coping :   Precast Bullnose Concrete – Color TBD 

 

1. Depth Markings: Indicate water depth in meters and feet, using permanent 
materials, at swimming and SPA. Provide inset into pool coping for deck 
markers. 

 
2. Letters / Characters: Minimum 10 cm (4 inch) high; in contrasting color to tile. 
3. Incorporate NO DIVING international logo tile signs adjacent to each depth 

marker. 
4. Paint-on characters are not acceptable. 
5. Marking Placement: Space markers no more than 7.6â€¯m (25â€¯ft.) intervals 

and arranged to be uniformly located at irregularly shaped pools. 
6. Depths / Shapes: Place pool markings at maximum and minimum depths, all 

points of slope change, and at every 30 cm (1 ft.) of depth increment; also 
place at major deviations in shape. 

7. Vertical Pool Walls: Place in upper most position; easily readable from water 
side. 

8. Horizontal Surface: Place within 46 cm (18 inch) of water’s edge and 
positioned readable while standing on deck facing the water. 

9. Slip Resistance: Provide for horizontal depth markers. 
10. Depth Markings: see below 



 

 
DECKS: 

 

 Deck:    Add Alternate 
 Deck Finish:   Coating by Pool Contractor 
 Deck Color:   To be submitted 
 Steps:    See Plans 
 Deck Drains:   Yes, coordinate with Concrete Sub/Plumber 
 Removal of pool/deck forms Included 
 Mechanical Pad  Part of Building, concrete housekeeping pad for     

equipment by GC, coordinate with GC for locations 
 
 

1. Deck Slope: Slope away from pool to perimeter drains or deck drains at a 
minimum of 2% (2:100) (1/4 inch per foot) and a maximum as allowed by 
governing code. Standing water on pool deck is not permitted. 

2. Deck Drains: pool contractor to provide and install deck-o-drain, white Install 
flush to deck finish surface. Coordinate and install into GC provided plumbing 
for drains.  

3. Deck: Optional, Pool Builder to provide and install pool concrete decking, 
provide as a separate bid.  

4. If pool builder does not provide pouring of pool deck slab, coordinate install of 
drain with GC concrete sub and prepare detailing of how to pour around drains 
or provide a leave out for drain with pour back. At a minimum, pool builder to 
provide deck coating – color and pattern to be determined. 

5. Concrete: Smooth troweled concrete finishes are not permitted at patios, 
walkways, pool decks or areas where people are circulating with wet feet. 

6. Deck Joints: Seal deck joints with color matching elastomeric adhesive sealant 
with superior chemical and mold resistance, rated for pool use. Do not use 
wood divider strips. 

 

 

 

 



EQUIPMENT: 

 

Pool/SPA: 

 Heater    Natural Gas, verify with GC for internal install with                           
exhaust 

 Pool Pump:   Provided and installed by Pool Builder 
 Filter:      Provided and installed by Pool Builder 
 Auto Water leveler  Provided and installed by Pool Builder 
 Back Wash Valve:  GC to provide drain in floor, Pool builder to connect  

with air gap detail 
 Sanitation:    Provided and installed by Pool Builder  
 Cleaner :  Pool Cleaning system, vacuum with hose and  

robotic cleaner. Power for Robotics coordinate 
with GC 

 Pool Computer:  Provided and installed by Pool Builder  
 Pool Light:    Provided and installed by Pool Builder 

 

1. Pumps: Provide recirculation, filtration, water treatment and pumping system to 
maintain water in a clear, sanitary condition with a minimum amount of 
maintenance. 

2. Provide energy efficient pumps in standard sizes. 
3. Filtration: Provide a separate system for each pool and SPA. Include NSF 

approved sand filters or Regenerative Media filters. Provide a minimum system 
filter flow rate of one water turnover in 5 hours for pools and in 20 minutes for 
SPAs. 

4. Treatment: Provide sanitation and water treatment in compliance with the 
Model Aquatic Health Code (MAHC) and treatment type as required by M.I.; 
saline is preferred. Do not use chlorine gas. Provide automatic, adjustable 
injection system with test kit. 

5. Heater: Provide heating for swimming pool and SPA. Provide heating for 
outdoor swimming pools unless outdoor climate maintains water above design 
temperature. 

6. Provide high efficiency heaters (with sealed combustion chamber and ducted, 
exterior combustion air to avoid pool chemical corrosion) integrated with heat 
recovery system using the pool dehumidification system.  

 
7. Provide water temperature controls for the area's typical or extreme climate 

conditions. Provide constant design temperatures: 
• Pools: 29º C (84º F) 
• SPA: 40º C (104º F) 
• Temperature Rise: 0.25º C (0.5º F) per hour 

8. Decorative Fittings & Nozzles:  
• Above water line provide a Corrosion PRN value equal to, or greater than, 
ANSI 316 stainless steel. 
• Below water line provide suitable plastic composites with chemical resistance 
equal to, or greater than, SCH 40 PVC pipe. 

 



PLASTER: 

 Mini Pebble:   Wetedge, Satin matrix, Supreme White 
 
1. Finish: Applied cementitious plaster on shotcrete per manufactures 

recommendations. See specifications 
 

PROTECTION / CLEAN UP 

 Lockable Storage  Pool Contractor to lock up or store material,  
` equipment and tools on jobsite. Risk of damage or 

theft responsibility of Pool Builder. Conex suggested. 
 

 Protection   Pool Contractor responsible for safety of excavated  
hole, protection of installed coping and tile. Suggested 
temporary fence. Fence also keeps pool opening to be 
filled with debris from construction. 
 

 Clean Up   Pool Contractor is responsible to clean up each day  
for their disciplines work 

POOL ACCESSORIES: 

 
1. Thermal Cover: Provide thermal covers and racks for pools/SPA  
2. Nylon Brush and Leaf catcher 
3. 2 each - Telescopic pole 
4. Signage- coordinate with GC on package for pool.  Owner to Provide 

Signage 
5. Safety Equipment: Additional equipment may be required by local code. 

• Life Buoy with throw line equal to the pool width 
• Life Hook (Shepard's hook) and pole 
• First Aid Kit 

6. Telephone:  Provided by Owner.  Coordinate Location. 
7. Deck Mounted Stair Rails and ladders with Escutcheon Plates 
8. Permanent Accessibility Lift (Pool and SPA combo) 

 
POOL FINALIZE: 

1. Provide walk thru class with Owner at end of the project to instruct the mon operation 
2. Provide 2 sets of O&M manuals 
3. Provide walk thru with Owner to prepare punch list, finalize punch list with signoff 

with GC and owner 

 
 


